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A prcpT>IT?f I'T T
T

TR CCNTCTipn 0? J^SAT 

When the flqw of heat in a body is due to linear conduction, it is well 

known that the temperature, u(x-,jr), at a distance jx from a fixed reference 

and at a time t, after a fixed reference time , satisfies the partial differential 

equation 

d 

z Qu- a dt 
1.1 

See Note One- 

In this equation a? is a positive constant equal to the ratio of the thermal 

conductivity to the product of the specific heat hy the density of the substance* 

It is a function of the temperature, but in this, as in other studies of heat florç, 

it will be assumed constant. The adjoint of this equation 1B 

A jf . z 9u. __ n 
MtU) œ dt " V 1.2 

If two substances of thermal conductivities Ki and Kg respectively have 

t«»Y«ratures and Ug , it may be shown that at the surface of separation 

lU, ^ // VUz 
KW - K ex 1.3 

See Note two 

It is customary to assume that the temperature is continuous across the 

dividing surface, that is 

Lt^ ■ 6^2 

at the surface. 

1.4 

NOTE ONE - For the derivation of equation 1.1 see any standard Work on the 

conduction of heat, for example* Carslaw."Conduction of heat",Chapter I or 

Riemann-Weber -"Differentialgleichungen der Fhysik,"(l912)Bd.II,page 82. 

NOTE TOO - For derivation of equation 1.3 see, for example, Ri emann-W eber 

(1912) Bd.II, page .85. 



Consider a region,bounded, as shown in Figure One, by the lines t - t0 

and t a tp and the curves x = x0(t) 
011 <1 x - xp(t). 

continuous, in the region T satisfy the identity 

g U/J - fMy) - g |p -c?g at 
= w(f§x~f§*) *4? ~dt (^g) 

Or multiplying by dxdt and integrating over *1 

fffgLc/)--fMte)]dxJi- ff(g^ -f-oz{gdx} 
/? J ' OLh^No 
A • *1 A A t ■ I « • **»«« A « • » » I « * A «• A family of functions tîat shall prove useful is given by the'formulae 

',t*ï 

0 ;t<f ' 

<£<X'X‘)Z 

hH/t (xt:x t)- ffT\y & 3.1 

3.3 

3e<c# Hote three. 

By direct differentirtion we have for the various partial derivatives the 

expressions 

MU 
d x 

 /<*Oc-yV*_/ 

ax" ~£ (t-t'jfi 
<JL (x-x'f+' l 
z (t~t')F+' J 

g 4 li-t7) 

o< h 
«■) 

ft? 6 r*m,j$+t 3.31 

IT0T3 For a. full discussion of the properties of h^X^-’X £■') see a 

paper by C.E.Levi-’*Sull* e^uazione del calore”,Annali di Llatem;.tica,G,III 

Vol.XIV,(1908). 
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end 
-oHX-*')1 

aC _ ?fi -r sfx-x:rL , «.»• /*-*’>*% ir~S*JA 
Tï 7v ~L tt-t’F*' f- rt-t'^jc 

-/h 
A.) —I ^ 

Ht/9+/ 4- hmZtp+Z 3.4 

Applying 3.3 twice gives 

'7x* 
_ . tv /*) 
- *(*~i)h*-z,/.3 - z n, 

- — t » LA> L*> z i*+On*,tn-t +4~ ht 

4,P+’ 
a? if) 

f'f/p+/ 4 ft't+z.jjs-m 

If x and t are considered as the variables end x' end t* as parameters vue 

have x 

3.5 

Lfh^) — (*+i)h<tl/3 

/ / ** . siZsfL*} OÏ /*J 
+ + *«*,fi+x +a/3n«lp+' ~ ^nvzt/s+z 

4-1 

3.6 

We 

Lv 

fto'L 

sçe then that when o(~0 md^?"/2 0r rnen V= / ; .id/? -^ , th-1 L(h^p)=ô. That ir, 

nd /, 
*) 

'/y/i vrhen considered as functions of x and t satisfy L(u) - 0. 
/ *■> 

Ey a similar process we may show that ,/ 
A) / <M 

rnri nn/;L when considered 

as functions of x* end t* satisfy Il(u) = 0. 
A) 

The first property of HQI/^ tli^t v/e wish to establish is the existence 

of the limit, as k approaches zero,of the integral 

s* ss -o-zfX-x’)2 

I=t+K: *’i ) Jx'= fw e *K , dx' *.i r r 

We distinguish three cases, a) x is outside the interval ri x'A s,b) 

x a r or s and c) r< x < s. We notice first thet if in case a) the interval (r,s) 

is finite f the limit is zero as the integrand approaches zéro everywhere. If 

the interval is infinite - and for definiteness v.e may take s infinite end x 

less than r. The transformation 

 CY-X'J 
i = • a-^TT ; 

/ / _ ?dK j 
at — <K a ( 
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raves ,OÛ 

/,e'r4 =/ i-ir-n) J 
which approaches zero as k approaches zero. We have then the limit of I for 

x outside the interval- finite or infinite- (r,s) is zero. In case h) we 

will suppose x ■ r. We melee the transformation 

i aVX-x'J* 
- 4 K 

J / - ZJK. J 
d X ~ ~ôT^ di 

This gives 

9 

a.(5~x) 
TVW' _uz 

4.2 

I = f ÿx e~H Ay 4.3 

and as k approaches zero we have 

' = 2 ^ Æ 
a a LimitX ~ K f € <J(J 4.4 

If x s s we have the same integral from minus infinity to zero, which has the 

same limit 

In case c) we have by the same transformation the integral from minus infinity 

4.5 

Another limit of great value is the limit, as k approaches zero,of the integral 

-fir 
<L 

2 -/77~ 
to plus infinity which Is ~~cC~ 

j = /f(x')d Ott+K: x't) J*‘ 4.6 

uhcre^tf)is a continuous function in the interval (r,s). 

We have the same three cases here as above. In case a) if we repiec&ÇfX') by 

its maximum value, the same reasoning as above shows that the limit is zero. 

In case b), assuming x - r, we may write 

J~=- fin/ > Jx' 

+ /{<p(x'J - <pfr>} ^4 ( X t+K : X’t) dx ' 

+ / (fix') -piriïliïy^xt+K ; X't)Jx' < * • 
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The first integral has the value hy case b) above. Sincef>fy/is continuous 

we have for my arbitrarily previously chosen positive constant 6 , the power 

to choose an* r’ different from r, so that for r^x^r*,} (p(X)~ , The 

second integral is then by case b) above less than^jp 6 . The last integral is 

by case a) zero. We have then 
,5 

f<p(x') (c t+t; X‘t)Jx ' ; 
< ' 

And by the same method 
.S 

L 
H 

j/nte é /J 4 r 

■11 

ar'jf. 4.8 

J'f(x')h}0,/z : x'tj Jx' . 4g 

In case c) we iiay write 

L«Z'f f (pix'J h *(y t+K: x'é)Jx ' - f ü(x)ftJ^fx Jx* 

t 1MTT (x tw.x't)Jx' - ^ f(X) 
4J.0 

by case b). 

We now apply the formula 2.2 

J^{y iff) - /JJfpjJx J£ ' ~L[K9 J*+ 4 
to^the region 

with f(x't') - u(x*t*), a solution of L(u) = 0 and with s(x't’) = J&fCltyKi'it') 

tA) Z 

Since as a function of x’ and t' ,hc// is a solution of If(u) . 0, the left 

hand member of 2.2 is zero. We have then 

0~ ff(Ci ’£') - i Ci. (xt-hK : x'ï) ut y'£ 
Ot/14/^O » vZ. * f 

+ A±h}^ (x, t, : y'/'j ufx'i'j J*’} = iffy}!, (x,t+*: *'*')£? fx '£) 
OLM/y /7~ 

" t- //4 a, t,+K', x'£‘) U(y't'j)</t' (X,t,+M: x't'JJ*'} 
.2, fV'‘ 

~ *£ J ^>4 (y.t, +K:x'f,)U(Y'£jJx' 
5.1 
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and as Tc abroach es zero ve have "by cases a), b) and c) above 

C (x.t,:*'£') ^h%x(x,t, :y't')ufx' 
+ °-zho,/x (x,t, : xT) u/x‘t') dx'} 

~ 0 ' for (xit^) outside R 

— aVFu.(y,i,) ; 

- ZaWu(y,£); 

for xi = xo(ti) or xi(ti) 

for x^t-i) < x1 4 xi(ti) 

Itl 

5.3 

5.4 

We are now able to evaluate the limit of the integral 

6,1 r = /i,1A nd;y'/')Jt’ 
4 

as the point (xt) approaches the point x0(t%), from within R. 
t, % 

Noticing that u(xt) = 1 satisfies L(u) * 0, we have from 5.4 for x,t a point 

inside R and with- u(x't*) 5 1} antI w/f^ ané Xitâ Coni'i'cnf'j 

{ ^42. (rf:Xo + £<dt>0y2 (xijx'o) Jx 

~f r 4/^ O(à:y, i'JJt' - 2o-dd 
*0 

=y. • 
and for x0(tn),ti , point on the boundary of R , we have from 5.3 

f xj,:xJ')<!+' + f alu'/i (xj, 'X'O)JX' 

6.2 

~f T ^/>/x(yai :v,£')d£' - 6.3 

As x,t approaches x0(t^),t^ all the integrals except the first are continuous 

so that on subtracting and letting x,t approach x0(ti) ,t^ we have 

to 4 6.4 

and by the same method 
t, 

4 **> x 

By the method used in proving equation 4.8 , we may show that for any 

6.5 

function continuous at t' - t^ we have 
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t é, 
5/çtt')^ (xt'.xjiH’jJt' - ^lrp(t,)+\f(i')^r()(0 , 
4 * z -*■ 

“d . * « 

(xt!x/êfë'JJf'= - ItdVf-' 
tA . to 

6.7 

With these' tools we may attack our problem. 

The problem to be considered is the flow of heat from a slab of one material 

enclosed between two slabs of a differ**^ material. The boundaries between the 

slabs are parallel planes of so great an extent that the flow of heat is perpen- 

* 
dicular to them . The thickness of the slabs is constant. We may represent a 

plane parallel to a boundary at a distance x from the center of the inner slab 

and t seconds after the reference time by the point x,t.'The three semi-infinite 

open rectangular segments A,B,and B* as shown in figure two represent the pointé 

of the inner and the two outer slabs respectively for any time after the reference 

time. 

FIGURE TWO 

The initial temperature is given to b® ui(x'O) in the region A end ^(x'O) 

in the regions B and B*. The outer edges of B and B* are kept at the temperatures 

uo(lt') anduoC-lt') respectively. 

The temperature in the region A satisfies the equation 

A 
dx3- dt ü 

The temperature i’n the regions B and B' satisfies the equation 

Q
X
ùL 

7.1 

dxz t’lt =O 7.2 
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The thermal conductivity of the material of region A is Ki and that of B 

and B* is Ko. 

For the sake of simplicity we make the problem symmetrical, that is we take 

u(x'O) a u(-x'O) and u^'lt') m U2(-lt*), we have then 

u(x't’) - u(-x't*) 7.3 

and 

Equation 1.4 applied to the regions A and B gives 

Equation 1.3 applied to the regions A and B gives 

K, 
and to A and B' gives 

' K, f 

7.4 

7.5 

7.6 

7.7 

The method we shall apply is to use the equation-5.3 with the proper 

notation for the regions A,B and B*. Equations 5.4 and 5.3 with this change of 

notation rea.d, when we notice that 

(mi :mi‘) - 8.1 

and 

(mi:mt') ^0 8.2 

(xt;-mC) d* ^ (xt:-JWï)atï')}J(' 

(xt;T hty, (yt; Jwt'ijdi' 
o ' '*'2. 

~*_f A2 (%t:x'û) UJY'ô) J%’ = 2*-fir u, ni) ■ rxi) itjj/Je A. 
0.3 



-//>£ trt-mt') -% hlyjmt:-rni‘)ul(-mi’)}J+ ' 
+(hh-r^J&(rnt')<H' 

° fM 

+ J dflilï ont' xo)u, (x'o) Jx* - (Xpf 8.4 

~(14>4 (xéiwé'J Jx'V/wt ) z ht^(ii: fni')uzmt ')} Jt* 

*/tC f*i! if) &<W -gl/LfxiM'JusMîJï ° / Z 

+£^lo^xt'.xoyu^x'c)dx’ -Xh-Pru^ti) • (xt) in 3 

- lit-17 TP (Mî1) Jf‘ 

+f bz h!v (mi:io) u~(ïo)J't> - bifiï u^un'tj 

~({k:mt’) w(Mt') - Tchïi(U;mt')ujmi'))M' 

+ fw^y£<it') ' 

8.5 

8.6 

V 
+fLzXl M:to) ujxotJ*' - hiftfu^H) ^ 
ttt 2 * 
Applying the equations 7.3. 7.4. 7.5 and 7.6 , v/e have three equations for 

the three uk*knov.d fuùctiono UJ fti) f \ç>(h/ti) artê %$Q>(liJ . 
s' 

fm^ (Mi:-wt*) +7?^) vP(wt) +xh?K 
° rM i 

+J a.1 hi; (mt: Po) a,tx'o) Jx’ - a-fff ü»â 
-rn *• 

> ,, , , 
K.i n*(Mt )<H 

+f{44 (Midi1) (Pi'J " (mi;H*JV 
*9 

4 / L14,/2 f/tfiO ^x(y'o)dp = Lifir u,(*jt) &£ 



6.10 

;/nf)Kx jp(mt') ~r it:mi')LL,Cmi')}Ji 

(tt.'x'ôl uz(x'ô)dx = b-lrr axtU) 

/ 

The functions ryj* appear only under the integral sign. In solving a system 

of integral equations it is necessary to he able to write the equations in such 

a way a« have each unknown function outside the integral sign at least once, 
^ AC* * 

.We can not - by differentiation or other methods - get yy* outside the integral 

sign. This method requires some means of solving systems of integral equations 

that is not known. 

In order to obtain equations in which each unknown function occurs outside 

the integral sign we differentiate equation 5.5 under the integral sign with 

respect to x. This gives 

//(-£& (*t: nUtf) 

= Z cxilTT y^(xt) 9<1 

Applying this to region A and letting x approach m gives , on recalling equation 

6.7 and putting the valuesof , 

.IM 

~ rt h%jMt :-mt')]U't-uit+J<C-^<uti:x'e)iJi/x'!^x 

~ a I/TT CPM ^^ 
10/ 

This contains (W$>utside the integral sign. We may by similar means obtain 
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on expression witn outside the integral cign. Equation 8.8 contains 

outside the integral sign. Thus ell three unknown functions occur outside the 

integral sign^The difficulty is that terns of ^he form 

Lijnjto l hok (rf • fd,)U, (Mt')H' ^ l Ujwt ')Ji' 
occur and are infinite. 

This shows that if we want to differentiate under the integral sign we must 

avoid the use of kty t), A third method is based on this idea. To simplify 

the problem we shall assume that the initial conditions are u^(x’O) ■ constant 

and U2(x'0) • the same or another constant. 

Since is a solution of L(u) . 0 when considered as a function of 

and it, we see that if re nny summable functions, 
i 

é ' 

u,cxi) ~ll£/x ddi-mi*) dt* 
t 

+ U, fO) hjtuiixt-.mi'uy 
12A 

and 

ujytj -ffait)mi')</+' 

-yx(o) + (<fex[{') C/z fdlit') J+' 10.2 

are solutions of 
^OL% 

and 
a: 
, *u' * z — -0 

7 Y3- ~b 

respectively. They obviously satisfy the initial conditions. The problem is then 

to determine^/^ no that the boundary conditions are satisfied. 

Recalling that by symmetry u(xt) ■ u(-xt) we have 

t t- 
(xt:-toi 'j/f +(Üji'jfâjrtniii'jJ-h 

- (-ytt-wt'U-f'-* f tâj-yéïmi'lJ't' 

è »+ />sl ( y ^ e 

10.3 

attJ $/, f^YtM f ) - yitt7 £ 
-oj-t-K-a.iL 

-f 



Hence we have 

C4 (xti-Mi'j - 4^ /"X///%>/V 
and similarly •. 

Hl/^ (xt;tyi’) = f-xt/-fwt') 
V/e may then put 

and equation 10.1 becomes 

u,(y(i) = UL,(0) + !*) 
7c/x 

f)rf;-MÎj 

Our first boundary condition gives 
t 

+ Ttt’ï ÿ//£’)<JJ~ ' / u, /o) 

-1 '} y*J ■£’)}&*+ U-xto) 

We have 

|f7yi) =/~jr74*SL (yi:-*d) + 4^ (xi;m$&)<!+ ' 

^r(vt) = f~£{lyyjitMtfhtt,) +- hjy_ fy i:m Ji' 

and an applying equations 6.6 and 6.7 
■6 

^(mt) ~ ^hp/x + a-/ïï tfi/ü 

^r(wt) -('z h)^(mt:H')()IXL¥SJ+ ' - birr&,/£) 

The second boundary condition, equation 1.3 gives 

Ka-nr $H) -1 tyr-lin (mj.-wi' 

= -/£ 6jr&H) -Vv& rmt:H ') ' 
o * 

The third equation is 

uo(lt) is a known function. 
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The functionoccurs only under the integral sign. 

These three methods having all resulted in systems of equations that we are 

not prepared to solve, w=> ’"ill modify the problem by taking the regions B and 

B' as infini. If we let $ become infinite in equation 8.9 , we have , since 

,nd hfy (rf- W) become zero, 

rtÙ 

~(ft-i' *z ir(ft)£ ')J£' h(wi; y o) ctz (y o)Jy ' 

~ b - ffi u, (mij 

If we^substitute this value of ui(mt') into equation 8.8 we have 

r JTjïihfty- 
û ^ ^ 

*Jr Ont biw/pf-ftïT* *T w (mi "J Ji” 
+i b X (to i 'x ô) 

uz (y 'o)^x
 ’ 

aZ^X (toi:X'û) u,n'o; A' 

= fïœæ ïè W’ (Mi')Ji' 

n.i 

O 
"O. 

+ £ ( bZh!ïl (Mt; ïû)U^fy'o) J Y ' /y) 1 """ ‘'V 

must evaluate the integral 

Jr= -m 

11.2 

- e^/fc 

-aP-ut Reversing the order^of integration^gives _ _ 

T-~-$£xt/&'*>&//, 

In the inner integral we make the substitution 

u> C\ IM 

giving 

i-t' = 

/ 4^- t- 
-1 

it -t:’) +-a-x***' 

;V 

11.3 

t'-t" = 

d/f' 

IAJ -fé-t'J 
te2- f t-t") +~ a-2- W~'L- 

- 3*UA-Z WA*'*-^* j«i 
" [co^u-t*) + A7-***)2' 
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and the inner integral has the value 

<2 

11.4 

t-t") 7^ t-t”) + OL-V*1'J 
/ L ( t-± "J J Z (£-£") x J ’ 

[to^C£-t") + <x3’mxJz 
7 ~A?*IU^ >-<0 X. 

= r*-*7ÿ% C é *"/ e~~ Ju, 

— _ ~^2*f?,x __ /A; 
datAft-t")^ e — ôJM h0,/lL CM t: ~w t ") 

We have then 

I = zbi?Zpf Ci (Mti-wiV Ptmt’/Ji- 

~ ~ VHI i hjy,(tot- -M tl %i~(mt")Jt" 
o Uf2~ •   

Equation ll'^ becomes 

/fftioL (wil-w £ J A ilPtÿ ft7 (mi') - TH[ b^x (m t;~w£') 

f b,i/x ?r/7bli x'd)az (x'o)</*']jt ° IM JL. 

11.5 

+) o 

+-La ^o'A (ni: x'o) u,a('ô> Jy‘ - —ftf2 (vt-r dy'(Mt')Ji’ 

*a°JL "oA (w t:Y'û) UX(X'O)JX' ; NB; u;/r'/» ,v Knou>n. 
or 

 ., fbHx~aK, bKx + *K. 7 
J(t-fy'*i—s-Rz—e * ~i%—jÿr-imr>jr 

~ abj he,^ (mt:Y'O) ux (y'oJx' 

" êm / b^ ( M t ; - M t ’)[/boA (M Ï // 
t
û> ax a ‘o> J*’]Jt ' 

^ H4 ^ 

“ °^-h (tot.x'û) u, ty’oj Jx ' 

o 

’There 

We may write this as 

fv ' (mi') Ji' <P f/é) / 

/ **V ~ «* *1 é-£- 
^ C i> Va. . 

and the right hand members a known function- is f(t i 

11.6 

11.7 
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The treatment of this type of integral equation is discussed by Tonelli. 

See note four. The need for his discussion arises from the easily verified 

fact that f(0) i3 not equal to zero but to a-^ÿ^uoCmO) - ui(mO)}. Tonelli 

shows that by multiplying both sides of the equation by (V’-t)-^" dt end 

integrating from 0 to t", we get a similar equation with the function analogous 

a nd 
to our f(t ^vanishing for t - 0 and that any solution of this new equation is 

a solution of our origonal equation. On doing this and reversing order of 

integration as he justifies we have 
,t" 

( ju f AUt'J , 

11.8 

which we may write, as 

t* S)#, 

/ HUT) 3Ï- (mt 7 Ji' = F/F'J ; Fro*> = ^ 
o 

where t "MX-AU' 

/</i £ ) - J réa-£)^ ££-£’) ,/z- st 

t' 

IL2 

and / ** 

-Frf) =/ 
The customary method of solving this type of equation is to differentiate with 

respect to t" . This is not applicable here as the resulting functions are not 

finite. 

The third method given above gives similar results. It is quite probable 

that some method of solving these equations exists. 

NOTE FOUR - See L.Tonelli " Su un problems, di Abel" Mathematische Annal en, 

Bd.99, page 183, 1928. 


